Hot Tub Cover
Measuring Guide

the hot tub spa & jacuzzi professionals

Made by the world’s leading hot tub cover manufacturer and used by many OEM’s our covers are
unmatched for quality construction and durability. Utilising the very best Marine Grade Vinyl and
Polyester thread, combined with high density EP foam cores that are wrapped in a 6 mil vapour
resistant barrier film to reduce water absorption - Our covers are designed to look good and last.
These easy to follow instructions will guarantee that your new replacement hot tub spa cover will
be a perfect fit.
Do I measure my cover or my spa?
If the cover is a good fit and it is NOT waterlogged, warped, or deformed in any way, you could
measure the cover and then check this against the actual spa measurements.
Your cover should be slightly larger than the exact dimensions of the hot tub or spa to allow it to
be positioned easily.
We guarantee your cover will be manufactured to within 2cm of the measurements you give us.
IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE BELOW:
If we make a mistake, we take responsibility for it and replace your cover free of charge.
If you make a mistake, you’ll be responsible for it because we cannot modify a made cover.
PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK YOUR MEASUREMENTS!! - And always round up to the nearest 1cm.
What do I measure?
First - Print Page 3 of this guide to record your measurements.
Then start with the overhead dimensions of the spa shell, or shelf, based on the type that best
matches your own, as shown below:
For contemporary style hot tubs with an

For hot tubs with a shelf or ledge

interior shell that overlaps the cabinet

Between the interior shell & cabinet

Measure between the outer
edges of the acrylic shell

Measure between the outer
edges of the ledge or shelf

Deck Level
Measure between the
widest points above ground

For built in,
deck level
hot tubs

Hot Tub Cover Measuring Guide - continued
Now you need to measure:
The Skirt Length
To prevent failure of the exposed acrylic due to UV damage a
skirt or flap of vinyl is added to the bottom of the cover so it is
important that this is long enough to cover it comfortably. If
your spa has a rail or ledge between the acrylic and cabinet
this performs and look better if you extend it past this, just
make sure you measure the cover wide enough so that the
skirt can hang straight down.

This Skirt
= 13 cm

The Cover Safety Straps
All our covers are supplied with safety straps, this is part of the ASTM safety
approval, they also come complete with new strap locks and fixings to ensure
the cover can be secured properly.
Please measure the length of the cover safety straps from the bottom of
the cover to where the strap meets the clip (don’t include the clip itself).
If your spa is built-in, or mounted into a deck the straps can be just 2.5cm long
if required.
The straps are always positioned on and opposite Dimension B
The Corner Radius
If your spa has rounded corners, you will need
to measure the corner radius, if you have a
carpenter’s square this is straightforward, if you
don’t, then the easy use way to do it is put a
straight edge (a broom handle or piece of wood
will be fine) against one side and a ruler or tape
measure from this to the start of the radius.
Alternatively, Print out Page 4 and use our radius
indicator template that can be positioned over
the rounded corner of the hot tub cover to give you
a fairly accurate measurement for the radius.

This Strap
is 25cm

Cover Radius
Template below

This Cover
Has a Radius
of 20 cm

If you are doubt about this dimension always favour a smaller radius to guarantee a good fit.
Choose Your Colour
This is the nice easy bit, just choose from the selection below, but please bear in mind you are
looking at a computer screen and not an artists palette, the colours are a good approximation of
what you will receive.

Bourbon

Oxen

Walnut

Grey

Black

Hot Tub Cover Measuring Guide - continued
choose from the shapes shown below that most closely matches the style of cover you require:
C

1

Cover Fold

D

Cover Fold

Cover Fold

R

2

3

B

B

B

Square or Rectangle
with Square Corners

Square or Rectangle
with Rounded Corners

Square with Four
Cut Corners

A

A

A

4

Cover Fold

D

Cover Fold

D

5
B

6

E

Round / Circular

Hexagonal

Square with Right
Hand Corner Cut

A

A

A

Cover Fold

B

C
D

Cover Fold

7

B

C

D

E

Cover Fold

C

D

C

Cover Fold

C

8

B

B

Octagonal

Square with
Two Corner Cuts

A

A

9

E

Square with Left
Hand Corner Cut

A

PLEASE NOTE: The dotted line represents the “Cover Fold” and this cuts Dimension “A” in half, it
is usually the longest dimension but even if it is not please always measure this as Dimension A.
Style No.

Dimension A

Dimension B

cm.
Corner Radius R
cm.

Dimension C

cm.
Strap Length

Dimension D

cm.

cm.

Skirt Length
cm.

Dimension E
cm.
Colour

cm.

Now complete your details below and e-mail to sales@glspas.com
Name - BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

E-mail Address

Your Signature Please

Telephone Number

cm

cm

cm
cm
cm
cm
30

27

.5

cm

25

22

.5

cm

20

17

.5

cm

15

12

.5

cm

10

7.
5

5

cm

Spa Cover Radius Template
Print off this sheet and position
on the cover corner.
PLEASE NOTE: If you can’t make up
your mind which radius to choose,
ALWAYS go for a smaller measurement
to guarantee your new cover will fit.
If you need any help please:
Call: 289 358 415 or
E-Mail: sales@glspas.com
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THE hot tub spa & jacuzzi professionals in Portugal
Sales - Service - Maintenance - Repairs
Custom made replacement Spa Covers.
Spares for all makes of hot tub and spa including;
Jets, Pumps, Control Systems, Filters & Chemicals.

